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Learn how to tap your subconscious. Audio Book about numerology with selections from Sydney Omarr's

classic book on numerology called Thought Dial. 5 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Educational, SPOKEN

WORD: Instructional Show all album songs: Life Happens: You Can Fix It (Cd and Book) Songs Details:

Sydney Omarr (1926-2002) was a writer, astrologer and entertainer. His book Thought Dial went into 7

printings. This CD is a revival of that book with 21st Century technological add-ons. The Audio Book on

CD is just the beginning. There's a 200-page book that comes with the CD. Buyers will also get:

TDMindReader(TM), a trademarked copyrighted program to make the summary of the numbers easier.

When the program comes on line, previous buyers will receive an email (if they register) and a link to a

site where they can download a copy of the software. A profile of Sydney appears on Wikipedia.org The

Book comes with a Pocket guide to the numbers as a BONUS: The Pocket Thought Dial The Pocket

Thought Dial focuses on the two chapters of Sydney Omarrs book that are most useful in the moment:

Asking our subconscious for help and Finding lost objects. Using the Card, you can instantly access

additional information that might lead to finding the object or getting insight into your current situation.

Always tell yourself, Give me three numbers  quickly! Dont think about it. Get around the conscious mind

and learn from your subconscious mind. How does it work? Here is an excerpt: How to use: (1) Think of a

question. Focus on the question. (2) Think of 3 numbers. Add the numbers together. Example: 3, 5, 8 

3+5+8 = 16  1+6 = 7 Read this number for your answer. Go to

LookForPatternsYouCanFixIt@gmailAdapted from The Thought Dial by Sydney Omarr. This Pocket

version is an added benefit for purchasing the book Life Happens: You Can Fix It, an expanded edition of

The Thought Dial compiled by Jeraldine Saunders and Steve McCrea. ThoughtDial.net ThoughtDial is

operated by a long-time Thought Dial fan. The user's web site operated by RAS. He has developed a

computer program to calculate the numerology behind names and words along with other methods of

doing ThoughtDial readings with expanded interpretations. RAS has a vision of using the Internet to

introduce more people to the Thought Dial and Sydney's works. The CD and Book are promoted on

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=2524027


ThoughtDial.net.
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